This paper extends a novel technique for the classification of sentences as Dialogue Acts, based on structural information contained in function words. Initial experiments on classifying questions in the presence of a mix of straightforward and "difficult" non-questions yielded promising results, with classification accuracy approaching 90%. However, this initial dataset does not fully represent the various permutations of natural language in which sentences may occur. Also, a higher Classification Accuracy is desirable for real-world applications. Following an analysis of categorisation of sentences, we present a series of experiments that show improved performance over the initial experiment and promising performance for categorising more complex combinations in the future.
Introduction
Collective Computational Intelligence is the form of intelligence that emerges from the collaboration and competition of many individuals. Whilst there is a natural tendency to focus on the machine aspects of multi-agent systems, ultimately these agents represent the beliefs desires and intentions (intentionality) of their human clients. It is difficult for the average human to express intentionality in the formal logic used by computers. Therefore Dialogue Management agents are required to bridge this gap, modeling user intentionality, conducting negotiations on the user's behalf and resolving conflict in the multi-agent system.
Dialogue Management (DM) is concerned with the communication between humans and computer-based systems using natural language. DM techniques support the production of Dialogue Systems (DSs) which will allow ordinary users to interact with increasingly powerful and complex applications in the future. Dialogue Act (DA) classification is an established element of research in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) approach to DM [1-6]. DA theory asserts that a sentence or spoken utterance can be separate into two components, the Propositional Content (i.e. what it is about) and the DA (i.e. what is it is saying about the propositional content) [7] . So the propositional content "door is shut" can be in a question DA "Is the door shut?", an instruction DA "Shut the door!" or an assertion DA "The door is shut.", which mean quite different things.
This paper extends an investigation of the hypothesis that DAs can be classified into different categories solely by using function words. An initial study using the technique achieved a Classification Accuracy (CA) of 89.43% when classifying questions against a challenging mixture of non-questions [8] . Two research questions emerged from this work, "How can the CA be improved to the point where it is useful in real-world applications?" and "Can even more challenging combinations of questions and non-questions be classified effectively?"
More challenging combinations arise because questions and non-questions each come in a variety of forms. A generic classifier may be confounded by the fact that features suitable for discriminating between a particular form of question and a particular form of non-question could become obscured in the general mix. This paper extends the technique by investigating the production of specialist classifiers for particular combinations of forms of question vs. non-question DAs. A user utterance could be processed by a bank of specialised classifiers running in parallel which would collectively decide whether a question was present, and if so, its position in the utterance. This collective approach is also expected to be capable of dealing with complex utterances containing multiple, different CAs as classifiers are also under development to discriminate between instructions and non-instructions [9] .
One example of the value of classifying DAs is in the use of questions, instructions and assertions to communicate with robots [10] . Another important application for DAs is in providing humans with advice in complex areas such as debt management and on workplace bullying and harassment procedures [11] . A new potential class of applications is also emerging, which may be described as Mandated Intentional Agents (MIAs). The concept of an Intentional Agent, acting according to its own beliefs, desires and intentions in the world, is an established concept in cognitive science [12] . An MIA is a machine-based agent which represents the beliefs, desires and intentions of a human client in the real world. One potential application would be buying and selling electrical power on behalf of a household connected to the smart grid [13] . Such an agent would be able to make advantageous deals on behalf of its human owner at any time of day or night as opportunities arose. The best method to instruct an MIA in such a complex task would be natural language dialogue.
The majority of current DSs use Pattern Matching (PM) or NLP to analyse and answer a user utterance. PM systems are considered to be the best for developing DSs that seem to be coherent and intelligent to users [14] . They support scalability to large numbers of users because they do not require pre-processing stages, but they are labour intensive to develop and maintain. NLP systems have a substantial theoretical basis but require a chain of computationally intensive and error-prone stages such as pos-tagging, syntactical repair and parsing. This rules them out for web-based systems that must service many users in real time.
Short Text Semantic Similarity (STSS) offers an alternative approach to PM and NLP. A user utterance (a unit of dialogue containing a communicative action [1]) is acquired as a Short Text (ST) and compared with a set of prototype STs. The ST with
